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general arithmetic stands as the core concepts in rd sharma textbook and are required to be
mastered for the greater understanding of the main textbook of rd sharma. for example, fractions,
fractions as per calculation, fractions as per division of a number, comparing fractions, comparing a

number with fraction, evaluating fractions, evaluating the fraction, evaluating fractions as per
division, evaluating the fraction by the help of table, evaluating the fraction without using the table,

evaluating the fraction for sum of a number as denominator and for sum of a number as
denominator. this chapter contains problems to test the proficiency of the students and the solutions
help to enhance the clarity of students. in chapter 1, problem 3, question 1, the solution explains the

concept of signs of a number and signs of a fraction, signs of a fraction and signs of a number in a
given fraction. additionally, equation 1 problem 2 in the chapter 1, problem 2, question 1 explains

the concept of the first difference of a function and the second difference of a function. furthermore,
the same chapter contains questions regarding the zeros of various functions and the properties of a

monotonically increasing function. rd sharma mathematics class 10 pdf are curated by the best
faculty at byjus based on the latest syllabus of the cbse board. in this chapter, problem 2, problem 9,
problem 4, problem 6 and problem 10 all have to do with the concept of the cyclic quadrilateral and
its properties. solution to problem 2, problem 9, problem 4, problem 6 and problem 10 are curated

by the best faculty at byjus based on the latest syllabus of the cbse board.
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problem 2, question 1 explains the concept of
the first difference of a function and the

second difference of a function. furthermore,
the same chapter contains questions

regarding the zeros of various functions and
the properties of a monotonically increasing

function. rd sharma mathematics class 10 pdf
are curated by the best faculty at byjus based
on the latest syllabus of the cbse board. in this

chapter, problem 2, problem 9, problem 4,
problem 6 and problem 10 all have to do with
the concept of the cyclic quadrilateral and its
properties. solution to problem 2, problem 9,

problem 4, problem 6 and problem 10 are
curated by the best faculty at byjus based on

the latest syllabus of the cbse board.
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